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Theatre And Audience
This book gives a detailed and comprehensive survey of the diverse,
theatrically vital formal conventions of the drama of Shakespeare and his
contemporaries. Besides providing readings of plays such as Hamlet,
Othello, Merchant of Venice, and Titus Andronicus, it also places
Shakespeare emphatically within his own theatrical context, and focuses
on the relationship between the demanding repertory system of the time
and the conventions and content of the plays. Lopez argues that the
limitations of the relatively bare stage and non-naturalistic mode of early
modern theatre would have made the potential for failure very great, and he
proposes that understanding this potential for failure is crucial for
understanding the way in which the drama succeeded on stage. The book
offers perspectives on familiar conventions such as the pun, the aside and
the expository speech; and it works toward a definition of early modern
theatrical genres based on the relationship between these well-known
conventions and the incoherent experience of early modern theatrical
narratives.
Explores the audience's role in traditional and avant-garde theatre, the
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impact of the spectator upon the performance itself and surveys past
approaches to audience behaviour. A second revised edition with a new
chapter on intercultural theatre, a revised introduction and a revised
bibliography.
This book examines the conditions of the original performances in
seventeenth-century indoor theatres.
What does theatre do for – and to – those who witness, watch, and
participate in it? Theatre& Audience provides a provocative overview of the
questions raised by theatrical encounters between performers and
audiences. Focusing on European and North American theatre and its
audiences in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, it explores belief in
theatre's potential to influence, impact and transform. Illustrated by
examples of performance which have sought to generate active audience
involvement – from Brecht's epic theatre to the Blue Man Group – it seeks
to unsettle any simple equation between audience participation and
empowerment. Foreword by Lois Weaver
London Theatregoing, 1840-1880
Audience Participation in Theatre
A Critical Analysis
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Audience and Actors
20 Great Plays for Children
The changing role of theatre audiences in the twenty-first century
Theatre, Drama and Audience in Goethe's Germany

Early modern audiences, readerships, and viewerships were not homogenous. Differences in status,
education, language, wealth, and experience (to name only a few variables) could influence how a group of
people, or a particular person, received and made sense of sermons, public proclamations, dramatic and
musical performances, images, objects, and spaces. The ways in which each of these were framed and
executed could have a serious impact on their relevance and effectiveness. The chapters in this volume
explore the ways in which authors, poets, artists, preachers, theologians, playwrights, and performers took
account of and encoded pluriform potential audiences, readers, and viewers in their works, and how these
varied parties encountered and responded to these works. The contributors here investigate these complex
interactions through a variety of critical and methodological lenses.
Brings together essays on direct audience participation in the work of fourteen widely varied theatrical and
dance artists, covering performance genres of the past and present, popular entertainment and high art.
The Audience Experience identifies a momentous change in what it means to be part of an audience for a
live arts performance. Together, new communication technologies and new kinds of audiences have
transformed the expectations of performance, and The Audience Experience explores key trends in the
contemporary presentation of performing arts. The book also presents case studies of audience engagement
and methodology, reviewing both conventional and innovative ways of collecting and using audience
feedback data. Directed to performing arts companies, sponsors, stakeholders, and scholars, this collection
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of essays moves beyond the conventional arts marketing paradigm to offer new knowledge about how
audiences experience the performing arts.
Providing thorough coverage of the methods and tools required in studying historical and contemporary
theatre, this Introduction examines the complexities of a rapidly changing and dynamic discipline. Following
a cross-cultural perspective, the book surveys the ways theatre and performance are studied by looking
initially at key elements such as performers, spectators and space. The central focus is on methodology,
which is divided into sections covering theatre theory, historiography and textual and performance analysis.
The book covers all the main theatrical genres - drama, opera and dance - providing students with a
comparative, integrated perspective. Designed to guide students through the academic dimension of the
discipline, the volume emphasizes questions of methodology, research techniques and approaches, and will
therefore be relevant for a wide variety of theatre studies courses. Informative textboxes provide
background on key topics, and suggestions for further reading are included at the end of each chapter.
The Garrick Stage
Private Readings/public Texts
The Role of the Audience in the Theatre
Theatre Etiquette, Behaviour Policing, and the Live Performance Experience
Audience as Performer
The Reasonable Audience
Engaging Audiences in an Entangled World

Actors and Audiences explores the exchanges between those on and off the
stage that fill the atmosphere with energy and vitality. Caroline Heim
utilises the concept of "electric air" to describe this phenomenon and
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discuss the charge of emotional electricity that heightens the audience’s
senses in the theatre. In order to understand this electric air, Heim draws
from in-depth interviews with 79 professional audience members and 22
international stage and screen actors in the United Kingdom, United States,
France and Germany. Tapping into the growing interest in empirical studies
of the audience, this book documents experiences from three productions –
The Encounter, Heisenberg and Hunger. Peer Gynt – to describe the nature
of these conversations. The interviews disclose essential elements:
transference, identification, projection, double consciousness, presence,
stage fright and the suspension of disbelief. Ultimately Heim reveals that
the heart of theatre is the relationship between those on- and off-stage,
the way in which emotions and words create psychological conversations
that pass through the fourth wall into an "in-between space," and the
resulting electric air. A fascinating introduction to a unique subject, this
book provides a close examination of actor and audience perspectives,
which is essential reading for students and academics of Theatre,
Performance and Audience Studies.
Audiences are not what they used to be. Munching crisps or snapping
selfies, chatting loudly or charging phones onstage – bad behaviour in
theatre is apparently on the rise. And lately some spectators have begun to
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fight back... The Reasonable Audience explores the recent trend of ‘theatre
etiquette’: an audience-led crusade to bring ‘manners and respect’ back to
the auditorium. This comes at a time when, around the world, arts
institutions are working to balance the traditional pleasures of receptive
quietness with the need to foster more inclusive experiences. Through
investigating the rhetorics of morality underpinning both sides of the
argument, this book examines how models of 'good' and 'bad' spectatorship
are constructed and legitimised. Is theatre etiquette actually snobbish? Are
audiences really more selfish? Who gets to decide what counts as
‘reasonable’ within public space?Using theatre etiquette to explore wider
issues of social participation, cultural exclusion, and the politics of identity,
Kirsty Sedgman asks what it means to police the behaviour of others.
This innovative work begins to fill a large gap in theatre studies: the lack of
any comprehensive study of nineteenth-century British theatre audiences.
In an attempt to bring some order to the enormous amount of available
primary material, Jim Davis and Victor Emeljanow focus on London from
1840, immediately prior to the deregulation of that city's theatres, to 1880,
when the Metropolitan Board of Works assumed responsibility for their
licensing. In a further attempt to manage their material, they concentrate
chapter by chapter on seven representative theatres from four areas: the
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Surrey Theatre and the Royal Victoria to the south, the Whitechapel
Pavilion and the Britannia Theatre to the east, Sadler's Wells and the
Queen's (later the Prince of Wales's) to the north, and Drury Lane to the
west. Davis and Emeljanow thoroughly examine the composition of these
theatres' audiences, their behavior, and their attendance patterns by
looking at topography, social demography, police reports, playbills,
autobiographies and diaries, newspaper accounts, economic and social
factors as seen in census returns, maps and transportation data, and the
managerial policies of each theatre.
Understanding the theatre space on both the practical and theoretical level
is becoming increasingly important to people working in drama, in
whatever capacity. Theatre architecture is one of the most vital ingredients
of the theatrical experience and one of the least discussed or understood.
In Architecture, Actor and Audience Mackintosh explores the contribution
the design of a theatre can make to the theatrical experience, and
examines the failings of many modern theatres which despite vigorous
defence from the architectural establishment remain unpopular with both
audiences and theatre people. A fascinating and provocative book.
Unruly Audiences and the Theater of Control in Early Modern London
Theatre as Social Practice
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Theatre for Young Audiences
The Audience Experience
Distance in the Theatre
Interactive Acting
How People Found Value in National Theatre Wales

Provides a general account of the Roman theater and its audience, and records
some of the results of the author's experiments in constructing a full-scale replica
stage based upon the wall paintings at Pompeii and Herculaneum, and producing
Roman plays upon it.
This book will appeal to students, actors and directors of drama, as well as the
theatregoers.
In the course of exploring the theatrical cultures of South and East Asia, eminent
Shakespeareanist John Russell Brown developed some remarkable theories
about the nature of performance, the state of Western 'Theatre' today, and the
future potential of Shakespeare's plays. In New Sites for Shakespeare he
outlines his passionate belief in the power of theatre to reach mass audiences,
based on his experiences of popular Asian performances. It is a personal
polemic, but it is also a carefully argued and brilliantly persuasive study of the
kind of theatrical experience Shakespeare's own contemporaries enjoyed. This is
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a book which cannot be ignored by anyone who cares about the live performing
arts today. Separate chapters consider staging, acting, improvisation,
ceremonies and ritual, and an analysis of the experience of the audience is
paramount throughout.
This book asks that we consider the practices that facilitate audience
participation on equal terms with other elements of the theatre maker's art; it
offers a theoretical basis for this new approach, illustrated by examples from
diverse participatory performances.
The Aesthetics of Audience Response
Shakespeare’s Audiences
Moving Shakespeare Indoors
Acting, Improvisation, and Interacting for Audience Participatory Theatre
Aesthetics of the Invitation
The Cambridge Introduction to Theatre Studies
Playreaders' Constructs of Theatre Audiences

Dramaturgies of Interweaving explores present-day dramaturgies that interweave
performance cultures in the fields of theater, performance, dance, and other arts.
Merging strategies of audience engagement originating in different cultures,
dramaturgies of interweaving are creative methods of theater and art-making that
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seek to address audiences across cultures, making them uniquely suitable for
shaping people’s experiences of our entangled world. Presenting in-depth case
studies from across the globe, spanning Australia, China, Germany, India, Iran,
Japan, Singapore, Taiwan, Vietnam, the US, and the UK, this book investigates how
dramaturgies of interweaving are conceived, applied, and received today.
Featuring critical analyses by scholars—as well as workshop reports and artworks
by renowned artists—this book examines dramaturgies of interweaving from
multiple locations and perspectives, thus revealing their distinct complexities and
immense potential. Ideal for scholars, students, and practitioners of theater,
performance, dramaturgy, and devising, Dramaturgies of Interweaving opens up an
innovative perspective on today’s breathtaking plurality of dramaturgical practices
of interweaving in theater, performance, dance, and other arts, such as curation
and landscape design.
This collection of essays defines and explores American theatres that consciously
appealed primarily to workers. The scope of the book extends from the 1830s to
the 1980s. Different authors focus on how various plays related to the audience as
a class, the historically dynamic interaction between spectators and actors, and
why certain plays gained popularity. The collection encompasses essays
concerning New York theatre in the 1830s and 1840s, Pittsburgh theatre in the
1870s, various immigrant productions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, the politically radical theatre of the 1930s, a concluding section on recent
and contemporary theatre for workers, and an overview of the history, politics, and
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aesthetics of theatres doing shows for working-class audiences today. An original
and comprehensive bibliographical essay regarding the history of theatres for
workers in the United States completes the volume.
Shakespeare wrote for a theater in which the audience was understood to be, and
at times invited to be, active and participatory. How have Shakespeare’s
audiences, from the sixteenth century to the present, responded to that invitation?
In what ways have consumers across different cultural contexts, periods, and
platforms engaged with the performance of Shakespeare’s plays? What are some
of the different approaches taken by scholars today in thinking about the role of
Shakespeare's audiences and their relationship to performance? The chapters in
this collection use a variety of methods and approaches to explore the global
history of audience experience of Shakespearean performance in theater, film,
radio, and digital media. The approaches that these contributors take look at
Shakespeare’s audiences through a variety of lenses, including theater history,
dramaturgy, film studies, fan studies, popular culture, and performance. Together,
they provide both close studies of particular moments in the history of
Shakespeare’s audiences and a broader understanding of the various, often
complex, connections between and among those audiences across the long history
of Shakespearean performance.
An analysis of dramatic performance drawing on examples from the entire range of
the theatre. The author examines the nature of the theatrical event by considering
all its constituent elements in relation to the audience and concludes that there are
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two interacting modes of drama.
Audience Participation
A Cognitive Approach to Spectating in the Theatre
Space, Game and Story in the Work of Punchdrunk
Immersive Theatre and Audience Experience
Performer, Audience, and Act
Audience Engagement in the Performing Arts
Drama Stage and Audience

This book is the first full-length monograph to focus on Punchdrunk, the
internationally-renowned theatre company known for its pioneering
approach to immersive theatre. With its promises of empowerment,
freedom and experiential joy, immersive theatre continues to gain
popularity - this study brings necessary critical analysis to this rapidly
developing field. What exactly do we mean by audience “immersion”? How
might immersion in a Punchdrunk production be described, theorised,
situated or politicised? What is valued in immersive experience - and are
these values explicit or implied? Immersive Theatre and Audience
Experience draws on rehearsals, performances and archival access to
Punchdrunk, providing new critical perspectives from cognitive studies,
philosophical aesthetics, narrative theory and computer games. Its
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discussion of immersion is structured around three themes: interactivity
and game; story and narrative; environment and space. Providing a
rigorous theoretical toolkit to think further about the form’s capabilities,
and offering a unique set of approaches, this book will be of significance to
scholars, students, artists and spectators.
Unruly Audiences and the Theater of Control in Early Modern London
explores the effects of audience riots on the dramaturgy of early modern
playwrights, arguing that playwrights from Marlowe to Brome often used
their plays to control the physical reactions of their audience. This study
analyses how, out of anxiety that unruly audiences would destroy the
nascent industry of professional drama in England, playwrights sought to
limit the effect that their plays could have on the audience. They tried to
construct playgoing through their drama in the hopes of creating a lessreactive, more pensive, and controlled playgoer. The result was the radical
experimentation in dramaturgy that, in part, defines Renaissance drama.
Written for scholars of Early Modern and Renaissance Drama and Theatre,
Theatre History, and Early Modern and Renaissance History, this book calls
for a new focus on the local economic concerns of the theatre companies
as a way to understand the motivation behind the drama of early modern
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London.
In this volume, Kenneth Krauss maintains that if readers are to
comprehend playscripts as plays, they must imagine the theatre audience so vital to the staging of any script, but conspicuously absent from the text
itself. Krauss examines what has been written about reading playscripts (or
"playreading") and proposes four possible ways, founded on a receptionoriented approach to theatre communication and spectator response, that
playreaders may construct a sense of theatre audiences The study begins
with a review of a varied collection of books and dissertations, written over
the last forty-five years, all of which explicitly discuss playreading and
exhibit only minor interest in the relationship between reader and theatre
audience. The study next attempts to explain why writers more sympathetic
to a reader-centered view of reading, notably reader-response critics, have
avoided dramatic texts almost entirely. The study finds that both theoretical
and institutional limitations have kept recent so-called audience-centered
critics from the crucial issues related to reading playscripts. Drawing on
play reading literature and on theatre reception theory, the study presents
four spectator constructs which readers may deploy during the reading of
playscripts. The first is what some, notably David Scanlan and Karen
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Laughlin, see as the "inscribed" audience (the rhetorical "house" implied
by the playscript itself), which is in fact usually a projection of readers
themselves. The second construct, originally proposed by Roger Gross, is
the hypothetical audience which is significantly distinct from text and
reader. The third and fourth, suggested by Kirsten Nigro, are the more
specific actual or historical audience - which is based on hard data about
real spectators - and the speculated audience, which focuses on either
those who never come to see the play in question or those who actually did
come but who must be imagined seeing the performance under different
circumstances. These constructs are illustrated through four separate but
related explorations of Jean Genet's Les Bonnes. The study offers a
credible but highly subjective rhetorical reading and then develops a
hypothetical approach which is (deliberately) flawed in part. The study then
turns to the play's original staging and attempts to explain the negative
responses of the actual spectators who attended the play's premiere run.
Finally, in an attempt to speculate upon who might have comprised a better
audience for Genet's play, the study concludes by inventing a restaging of
the play in a different theatre, by different actors, under a different director,
and by constructing a highly select and very appreciative house.
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How do audiences experience live performances? What is gained when a
national theatre is born? These questions and more are the subject of
Locating the Audience, the first in-depth study of how people form
relationships with a new theatre company. Investigating the inaugural
season of National Theatre Wales, Kirsty Sedgman explores how different
people felt about the way their communities were 'engaged' and their
places 'performed' by the theatre’s productions. Mapping the complex
interplay between audience experience and identity, the book presents a
significant contribution to our contemporary project of defining cultural
value. Rather than understanding value as an end point, 'impact', Sedgman
makes the provocative claim that cultural value can better be understood
as a process.
A Critical Analysis of Audiences in the Performing Arts
Conversations in the Electric Air
Local Ethnographies of Audience Reception
The Roman Theatre and Its Audience
Shakespeare: Actors and Audiences
Performance and Repertoire in the Jacobean Playhouse
Theatre Impact on Audience Values
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Shakespeare: Actors and Audiences brings together the voices of those who make
productions of Shakespeare come to life. It shines a spotlight on the relationship between
actors and audiences and explores the interplay that makes each performance unique. We
know much about theatre in Shakespeare's time but very little about the audiences who
attended his plays. Even today the audience's voice remains largely ignored. This volume
places the role of the audience at the centre of how we understand Shakespeare in
performance. Part One offers an overview of the best current audience research and
provides a critical framework for the interviews and testimony of leading actors, theatre
makers and audience members that follow in Part Two, including Juliet Stevenson and
Emma Rice. Shakespeare: Actors and Audiences offers a fascinating insight into the world
of theatre production and of the relationship between actor and audience that lies at the
heart of theatre-making.
This edited collection explores methods for conducting critical empirical research
examining the potential impacts of theatrical events on audience members. Dani SnyderYoung and Matt Omasta present an overview of the burgeoning subfield of audience
studies in theatre and performance studies, followed by an introduction to the wide range
of ways scholars can study the experiences of spectators. Consisting of chapter length case
studies, the book addresses methodologies for examining spectatorship, including
qualitative, quantitative, historical/historiographic, arts-based, participatory, and mixed
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methods approaches. This volume will be of great interest to theatre and performance
studies scholars as well as industry professionals working in marketing, audience
development and community engagement.
This book explores the concept of audience engagement from a number of
complementary perspectives, including cultural value, arts marketing, co-creation and
digital engagement. It offers a critical review of the existing literature on audience
research and engagement, and provides an overview of established and emerging
methodologies deployed to undertake research with audiences. The book focusses on the
performing arts, but draws from a rich diversity of academic fields to make the case for a
radically interdisciplinary approach to audience research. The book’s underlying thesis
is that at the heart of audience research there is a mutual exchange of value wherein
audiences ideally play the role of strategic partners in the mission fulfilment of arts
organisations. Illustrating how audiences have traditionally been side-lined, homogenised
and vilified, it contends that the future paradigm of audience studies should be based on
an engagement model, wherein audiences take their rightful place as subjects rather than
objects of empirical research.
Engaging Audiences asks what cognitive science can teach scholars of theatre studies
about spectator response in the theatre. Bruce McConachie introduces insights from
neuroscience and evolutionary theory to examine the dynamics of conscious attention,
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empathy and memory in theatre goers.
A Theory of Production and Reception
Impacting Theatre Audiences
Actors and Audiences
New Sites For Shakespeare
Theatrical Convention and Audience Response in Early Modern Drama
Audience and Reception in the Early Modern Period
Dramaturgies of Interweaving
Susan Bennett's highly successful Theatre Audiences is a unique full-length
study of the audience as cultural phenomenon, which looks at both theories of
spectatorship and the practice of different theatres and their audiences.
Published here in a brand new updated edition, Theatre Audiences now includes:
• a new preface by the author • a stunning extra chapter on intercultural theatre •
a revised up-to-date bibliography. Theatre Audiences is a must-buy for teachers
and students interested in spectatorship and theatre audiences, and will be
valuable reading for practitioners and others involved in the theatre.
'Actors always talk about what the audience does. I don’t understand, we are just
sitting here.' Audience as Performer proposes that in the theatre, there are two
troupes of performers: the actors and the audience. Although academics have
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scrutinised how audiences respond, make meaning and co-create while watching
a performance, little research has considered the behaviour of the theatre
audience as a performance in and of itself. This insightful book describes how an
audience performs through its myriad gestural, vocal and paralingual actions,
and considers the following questions: If the audience are performers, who are
their audiences? How have audiences’ roles changed throughout history? How
do talkbacks and technology influence the audience’s role as critics? What
influence does the audience have on the creation of community in theatre? How
can the audience function as both consumer and co-creator? Drawing from over
140 interviews with audience members, actors and ushers in the UK, USA and
Austrialia, Heim reveals the lived experience of audience members at the
theatrical event. It is a fresh reading of mainstream audiences’ activities,
bringing their voices to the fore and exploring their emerging new roles in the
theatre of the Twenty-First Century.
The Routledge Companion to Audiences and the Performing Arts represents a
truly multi-dimensional exploration of the inter-relationships between audiences
and performance. This study considers audiences contextually and historically,
through both qualitative and quantitative empirical research, and places them
within appropriate philosophical and socio-cultural discourses. Ultimately, the
collection marks the point where audiences have become central and essential
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not just to the act of performance itself but also to theatre, dance, opera, music,
and performance studies as academic disciplines. This Companion will be of
great interest to academics, researchers, and postgraduates, as well as to
theatre, dance, opera, and music practitioners, and performing arts organisations
and stakeholders involved in educational activities.
Presents a collection of plays, many of which are based on favorite children's
tales, including such titles as Charlotte's Web, Really Rosie, Wiley and the Hairy
Man, Wise Men of Chelm, and The Jungle Book. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
Theatre Audiences
Theatre, the Audience, and Asia
Reflecting the Audience
Theatrical Presentation
Engaging Audiences
Theatre for Working-class Audiences in the United States, 1830-1980
Theatre and Audience
First published in 1950. This present work examines the political, economic and
social condition of Germany on literature, particular drama, in the late eighteenthand early nineteenth-centuries. The author explores drama both in its passive and
active relations with the life of the time and with the theatre, the medium without the
aid of which the possibilities of the drama as an art form remain only half realised.
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This title will be of interest to students of literature, drama, and theatre studies.
A Study of Their Interaction in the Japanese Traditional Theatre
Methods for Studying Change
Routledge Companion to Audiences and the Performing Arts
Locating the Audience
Theatres and Audience in the Eighteenth Century
Architecture, Actor and Audience
Essays on Inclusion in Performance
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